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Soundtect Acoustical Panels: The Fusion Of Beauty & Functionality
Recyclable • Recycled • Paintable

Soundtect offers multi-dimensional, sculpted,
acoustic panels to give a discrete sound-control
system wrapped in sophisticated design.
Available in different designs, Soundtect acoustic
panels are made from recycled materials, are
recyclable and can be painted on to match any
environment.
• Simplified installation on walls and ceilings.
The panels themselves are easily hung on walls
and can be used to create floating ceilings that
absorb sound and enhance its quality.

• Better balancing of sound by offering ideal
acoustical buffering to increase speech intelligibility
in a specific area while reducing background sound
noise levels.
• A better way to transform open, sound-challenged
spaces into more comfortable environments.
• Sound enhancement with unique design features.
The exceptional design quality of the acoustical
panels enables them to fit into virtually any design
theme while adding an elegant and functional
decorating feature.
Soundtect acoustical panels are ideal in many
settings that can benefit from improved sound

quality in the indoor environment.
The correct selection of Soundtect acoustical
panels can provide the perfect boost to:
• Make open spaces more welcoming – By absorbing
sound and enhancing sound intelligibility; Soundtect
acoustical panels can transform even cavernous
spaces into more pleasing environments.
• Make rooms more functional – Whether a room’s
purpose is for greeting clients, recording music or
simply living. Soundtect panels restore proper
sound levels while enhancing the functionality
of a space.

Waterfall
A series of gentle curves cascade,
transforming a vertical surface
into an unexpected encounter
with textured light and shadow.
“Waterfall” is the first pattern in
a collection of fine acoustic wall
and ceiling surfaces from
Soundtect.

An unexpected encounter

Offering an array of engaging
motifs, Sound tech’s panels are
designed to reward the eye and
influence their surroundings.
Composed of recycled materials
they may be painted to
complement the décor.

Tetris

An intriguing
ambience

The Tetris acoustical panel is the
fusion of design, beauty and
elegance. This stunning panel
blends visually pleasing geometric
shapes with ideal buffering to
create an acoustical enhancer that
absorbs sounds, helps balance
reverberation and creates a more
pleasing environment.
The distinct square and raised
circle design belies its true
purpose, resembling artwork
more than the functional building
material that it is. Ideal for use
in residential and commercial
settings, the Soundtect - Tetris
panel is the epitome of acoustical
design perfection. All Soundtect
panels are paintable, recyclable,
and made from recycled materials.

Tetris
With its stunning geometric
design, the Tetris acoustical
panel is right at home in the
board or meeting room. This
wall panel is perfectly suited for
serving double duty, providing an
incredible sound buffer while also
functioning beautifully as part of
a room’s design.
This panel absorbs sound, provides
reverberation balance and is simply
designed to create a more pleasing
environment. The clean lines of
this panel are offset with distinct
raised circles making the final
design look more like a work of
art than an acoustical panel. These
panels may also be mounted on
ceilings.

A more pleasing
environment

Contour
While these panels serve as their
own distinct design element, they also
provide the acoustical enhancements
required for this setting. These panels
are meant to balance reverberation,
absorb sound and create an
environment that lets a performance’s
sound quality shine through.
In an understated pattern “Contour”
is an embossed design that enhances
the walls of an interior. For designers
looking for a panel that does its work
quietly, here is the perfect solution.
Soundtect, producer of fine acoustic
wall and ceiling panels, offers a variety
of artistic motifs. From the elegantly
sculptural, as the focus in its setting,
to the more subtle motifs, all perform
their sound control function in
keeping with industry standards.
Composed of recycled materials,
most of the panels may be painted to
match or contrast with their settings.

Understated solution

Twig
Confident presence

Movement is the theme of these
dimensionally sculpted panels.
Mounted in a matched run on
a wall, the motif excites the eye.
Painted to contrast with its setting,
“Twig” is a confident presence in
the space.
From Soundtect, comes a
collection of fine acoustic wall
and ceiling panels.
Producing sound control
technology composed of recycled
materials, a variety of original
motifs is designed to define
the essence of exceptional decor.

Linear

An artistic focus

Individual panels, that seem simple at
first glance, “Linear” provides a pattern
that lends itself well to any indoor
space. The “Linear” acoustic panels are
composed of recycled materials and,
being designer friendly, all panels may
be painted to match or contrast with
the décor. With its neural colors and
clean, geometrical lines, Soundtect’s
“Linear” wall panel is the perfect
choice for any interior that can benefit
from acoustical balancing. This wall
panel was created especially to serve
as a design element while offering the
sound benefits busy facilities require.
Uniform boxes in neutral beige are
interrupted only by a thin line of
stained wood that creates a diversion
in the pattern and adds to the panel’s
simplistic beauty. While the Linear
wall panel creates a visually appealing
pattern, its real purpose is not lost
in the elegant design. This panel
provides exemplary sound absorption
and reverberation balance to create
an indoor atmosphere that is more
welcoming to clients.

Splat!

3-dimensio
nal nature
of space

With its bright and welcoming
colors, the Splat! ceiling panel
is more than an acoustical
enhancement – it’s a work of
three-dimensional art. Adding
a distinct visual appeal to any
room, this panel is especially
suitable for schools, play areas
and any other place children
frequent. Featuring an elevated
floral set on a background of
white, this panel’s beauty belies
its true functionality.
The Classroom panel is designed
to balance reverberation, absorb
sound and create a more
acoustically pleasing environment.
As all other Soundtect panels,
Splat! panels are paintable,
recyclable, and made from
recycled materials.

CELESTE
Creating the perfect acoustical
environment for a music room has
never been more stylish. Our “Celeste”
wall and ceiling panel is designed to
balance reverberation, absorb sound
and create an audio atmosphere
where sound comes through crisp
and clean. This distinct panel also
provides a visually pleasing design
element to any room. Its distinct
star swirl design pleases the eye and
camouflages its true intent, making
it look more like a work of art than
a functional fixture. Due to its visual
distinction and superior acoustical
qualities, this panel is idea for both
commercial and residential settings.
Since all Soundtect panels can be
painted, color selection is infinite.
In resonance with the natural world,
Soundtect panels are “green”—
a composite of recycled materials
that may be recycled again.

Echoes of a Matisse abstract

Wave

60cm X 60cm

Tetris

50cm X 50cm

Waterfall

53cm X 30cm

Contour

50cm X 50cm

Linear

50cm X 50cm

Splat!

80cm X 80cm

Celeste

80cm X 80cm

Twig

50cm X 50cm

* NRC ratings 0.5 to 0.7
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